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WHITE GLASS SUBWAY

Opt for the quality and impeccable finish of ProntoMosaic 
Subway Peel and Stick tiles by SpeedTiles: a simple, easy-
to-install solution to update your decor. Equipped with a 
powerful, time-tested adhesive, these high-quality wall tiles 
are easy to handle, cut and maintain. The Subway collection 
has the best features of both the Peel and Stick and Regular 
mosaic tiles; no glue is required, but you can still have that 
grout effect that we love - if you wish. Carry out your project 
without glue and customize it with the grout of your choice - 
or without - at a lower cost and much faster!

DIMENSIONS (W X L X H)
3 in. X 6 in. X 0.2 in.

Tessellated Dimensions:
• Sq In: 432”
• Sq Ft: 3’
White Glass Subway

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MATERIAL

STSUBWH ProntoMosaic White Glass Subway 3’’ x 6’’ Glass 
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LIGHT GRAY GLASS 
SUBWAY TILE
Opt for the quality and impeccable finish of ProntoMosaic 
Subway Peel and Stick tiles by SpeedTiles: a simple, easy-to-
install solution to update your decor. Equipped with a powerful, 
time-tested adhesive, these high-quality wall tiles are easy to 
handle, cut and maintain. The Subway collection has the best 
features of both the Peel and Stick and Regular mosaic tiles; 
no glue is required, but you can still have that grout effect that 
we love - if you wish. Carry out your project without glue and 
customize it with the grout of your choice - or without - at a 
lower cost and much faster!

DIMENSIONS (W X L X H)
3 in. X 6 in. X 0.2 in.

Tessellated Dimensions:
• Sq In: 432”
• Sq Ft: 3’
Light Gray Glass Subway

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MATERIAL

STSUBLG ProntoMosaic Light Gray Glass Subway 3’’ x 6’’ Glass 
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MEDIUM GRAY GLASS 
SUBWAY TILE
Opt for the quality and impeccable finish of ProntoMosaic 
Subway Peel and Stick tiles by SpeedTiles: a simple, easy-to-
install solution to update your decor. Equipped with a powerful, 
time-tested adhesive, these high-quality wall tiles are easy to 
handle, cut and maintain. The Subway collection has the best 
features of both the Peel and Stick and Regular mosaic tiles; 
no glue is required, but you can still have that grout effect that 
we love - if you wish. Carry out your project without glue and 
customize it with the grout of your choice - or without - at a 
lower cost and much faster!

DIMENSIONS (W X L X H)
3 in. X 6 in. X 0.2 in.

Tessellated Dimensions:
• Sq In: 432”
• Sq Ft: 3’
White Glass Subway

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MATERIAL

STSUBMG ProntoMosaic Medium Gray Glass Subway 3’’ x 6’’ Glass 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MATERIAL

STSUBCR ProntoMosaic Concrete Glass Subway 3’’ x 6’’ Glass 

CONCRETE GLASS 
SUBWAY TILE
Opt for the quality and impeccable finish of ProntoMosaic 
Subway Peel and Stick tiles by SpeedTiles: a simple, easy-to-
install solution to update your decor. Equipped with a powerful, 
time-tested adhesive, these high-quality wall tiles are easy to 
handle, cut and maintain. The Subway collection has the best 
features of both the Peel and Stick and Regular mosaic tiles; 
no glue is required, but you can still have that grout effect that 
we love - if you wish. Carry out your project without glue and 
customize it with the grout of your choice - or without - at a 
lower cost and much faster!

DIMENSIONS (W X L X H)
3 in. X 6 in. X 0.2 in.

Tessellated Dimensions:
• Sq In: 432”
• Sq Ft: 3’
White Glass Subway
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Siberia Carrara Stone Tile

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MATERIAL

STSIBERIAMOS Siberia White Stone SpeedTile Carrara Marble

SIBERIA CARRARA
STONE TILE
The purity of Carrara White makes Siberia the ideal design to 
light up your room. Everstik adhesion allows for easy, do-it-
yourself installation in hours. Featuring no-mess installation 
with no thinset and no grout, ProntoMosaics are ultra thin, 
making it easy to cut with minimal tools.

Account for 10% waste when ordering.

Product Dimensions: 
11.89 in. x 9.69 in. x 0.2 in.

Tessellated dimensions:
Sq In: 105.73”
Sq Ft: 0.734’’
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SATYA GLASS TILE

Perfect combination of smoothness and modernity, Satya 
blends delightfully with white and other subtle tones 
like gray. Everstik adhesion allows for easy, do-it-yourself 
installation in hours. Featuring no-mess installation with 
no thinset and no grout, ProntoMosaics are ultra thin, 
making it easy to cut with minimal tools. 

Account for 10% waste when ordering.

DIMENSIONS (WXLXD)
11.89 in. x 9.69 in. x 0.2 in.

Tessellated dimensions:
Sq In: 87.2”
Sq Ft: 0.605’

Satya Glass Tile
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MATERIAL

STSATYAMOS Satya Mixed Glass SpeedTile Glass
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SESAME GREIGE
STONE TILE
Gray with a pigmentation that combines with brown, Sesame 
delightfully blends with natural wood. Dare use it to obtain 
an astonishing effect! Everstik adhesion allows for easy, do-it-
yourself installation in hours. Featuring no-mess installation 
with no thinset and no grout, ProntoMosaics are ultra thin, 
making it easy to cut with minimal tools. 

Account for 10% waste when ordering.

DIMENSIONS (WXLXD)
12.25 in x 10.75 in x .02 in

Tessellated dimensions:
Sq In: 125.58”
Sq Ft: 0.872’
12.25 in x 10.75 in x .02 i 12.25 in x 10.75 in x .02 in

Sesame Greige Stone Tile
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MATERIAL

STSESAMEMOS Sesame Greige Stone SpeedTile Stone
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Moony Stone Tile
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MATERIAL

STMOONYMOS Moony Beige Stone SpeedTile Stone

MOONY STONE TILE

For the Wow-effect lovers, Moony, all relief, provides lots 
of life to the room while being distinctively sober. Everstik 
adhesion allows for easy, do-it-yourself installation in hours. 
Featuring no-mess installation with no thinset and no grout, 
ProntoMosaics are ultra thin, making it easy to cut with minimal 
tools. 

Account for 10% waste when ordering.

DIMENSIONS (WXLXD)
11.77 in. x 11.57 in. x 0.32 in. 

Tessellated dimensions:
Sq In: 105.73”
Sq Ft: 0.734’’`’’
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SEA SALT CARRARA
STONE TILE
Sea Salt, made of the renowned Carrara White marble, 
combined with a herringbone pattern, is a design that 
definitely has the wind in its sails. Everstik adhesion allows for 
easy, do-it-yourself installation in hours. Featuring no-mess 
installation with no thinset and no grout, ProntoMosaics are 
ultra thin, making it easy to cut with minimal tools.

DIMENSIONS (WXLXD)
12.25 in x 10.75 in x .02 in 

Tessellated dimensions:
Sq In: 105.73”
Sq Ft: 0.734’’

Sea Salt Carrara Stone Tile
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MATERIAL

STSALTMOS Sea Salt White Stone SpeedTile Stone 
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SHANTI GLASS TILE

Shanti is the perfect design to brighten your room and 
provide it with a more spacious effect. Pristine white, it 
blends well with all styles.Everstik adhesion allows for 
easy, do-it-yourself installation in hours. Featuring no-mess 
installation with no thinset and no grout, ProntoMosaics are 
ultra thin, making it easy to cut with minimal tools.

Account for 10% waste when ordering.

DIMENSIONS (WXLXD)
12.25 in x 10.75 in x .02 in

Tessellated dimensions:
Sq In: 87.2”
Sq Ft: 0.605’

Shanti Glass Tile
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MATERIAL

STSHANTIMOS Shanti White Glass SpeedTile Glass
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STAINLESS STEEL
BRICK TILE
Recreate the classic subway tile, but with a modern twist. 
The clean lines of the ProntoMosaics Brick Tile are given an 
industrial edge with the slate gray look of stainless steel. Save 
time and money with ProntoMosaics by Speedtile. Everstik 
adhesion allows for easy, do-it-yourself installation in hours. 
Featuring no-mess installation with no thinset and no grout, 
ProntoMosaics are ultra thin, making it easy to cut with 
minimal tools.

Account for 10% waste when ordering.

DIMENSIONS (WXLXD)
10.98 in. x 11.81 in. x 0.2 in. 

Tessellated dimensions:
Sq In: 114.68”
Sq Ft: 0.796’

Stainless Steel Brick Tile
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MATERIAL

STBRICKMOS Brick SpeedTiles in Stainless Finish Stainless Steel
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STAINLESS BLACK
HEXAGON TILE
Hexagonia SB will not only add a classic and sober look to 
your room, but also a touch of originality and modernity. 
Everstik adhesion allows for easy, do-it-yourself installation in 
hours. Featuring no-mess installation with no thinset and no 
grout, ProntoMosaics are ultra thin, making it easy to cut with 
minimal tools. 

Account for 10% waste when ordering.

DIMENSIONS (WXLXD)
11.46 in. x 11.89 in. x 0.2 in.

Tessellated dimensions:
Sq In: 117.7”
Sq Ft: 0.817’

Stainless Black Hexagon Tile 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION MATERIAL

STHEXMOS Hexa II SB SpeedTile in Black Satinless Finish Black Stainless 
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Stainless Black Hexagon Range Splash 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Material

STBLRANGE Hexagonia SB Range Backsplash in Black Stainless Finish Stainless Steel 

STAINLESS  BLACK
HEXAGON RANGE SPLASH
Perfectly suited for behind a stove, the Stainless Black 
Hexagon Range Backsplash has the appearance of 
stainless steel in a black finish and is perfect for a modern 
kitchen with an industrial finishing touch. ProntoMosaics 
range backsplashes come with two metal border strips 
to complete your installation. Save time and money with 
ProntoMosaics by Speedtile. Everstik adhesion allows 
for easy, do-it-yourself installation in hours. Featuring 
no-mess installation with no thinset and no grout, 
ProntoMosaics are ultra thin, making it easy to cut with 
minimal tools.

DIMENSIONS (WXLXD)
29.61 in. x 30.47 in. x 0.2 in.
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STAINLESS  STEEL
HEXAGON RANGE SPLASH
Perfectly suited for behind a stove, the Stainless Steel 
Hexagon Range Backsplash has the appearance of stainless 
steel and is perfect for a modern kitchen finished with an 
industrial finishing touch. ProntoMosaics range backsplashes 
come with two metal border strips to complete your 
installation. Save time and money with ProntoMosaics by 
Speedtile. Everstik adhesion allows for easy, do-it-yourself 
installation in hours. Featuring no-mess installation with no 
thinset and no grout, ProntoMosaics are ultra thin, making it 
easy to cut with minimal tools. 

DIMENSIONS (WXLXD)
29.61 in. x 30.47 in. x 0.2 in.

Stainless Steel Hexagon Range Splash
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION Material

STSSRANGE Hexagonia S2 Range Backsplash in Stainless Finish Stainless Steel
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PRONTOMOSAIC
CLICK TRIM
The ProntoMosaic Trim by SpeedTiles is the perfect option 
to complete your ProntoMosaic project! Designed to match 
the thickness of ProntoMosaic tiles and easy to install thanks 
to its adhesive system. Offered in Stainless Steel and Black 
Stainless Steel colors, the hardware included.

Length: 8’

ProntoMosaic Click Trim
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION FINISH

STSSTRIM ProntoMosaic SS Click Trim 8’ Stainless Steel

STBSTRIM ProntoMosaic Black Click Trim 8’ Black 




